
Change from Model to CAM Create New Setup

- Set up a work coordinate system
- Configure the directions of the x,y,z for the origin

- Go to Stock Tab
- Set Mode to “Fixed size box”
- Enter the dimension of your  
   design

Setting up Workspace



Simulate and Export Toolpath

Right click on “Setup” 
you created earlier and 

select Simulate

Example: Simulation of 2D face toolpath

If there are no errors, 
right click on one of the tool path 

and select “Post Process”

Select “othermill.cps” for Post processor
Name your file



Setting up Toolpaths

Choose a ToolPath to use
(Gerenally start off with Clearing ToolPath)

Example: 
3D Adaptive Clearing

- Tool is for selecting a tool and specifying your feeds and 
speeds. (Select 1/8 or 1/16 Bit for Aluminum)
- Geometry is for selecting the geometry you wish to mill.
- Heights is for specifying vertical dimensions of the toolpath.
- Passes is for configuring the depth of passes, stepover, and 
stepdown.
- Linking is for specifying how the toolpath will begin and 
end.

Tool Geometry Heights LinkingPasses

Feed rate: the speed at which the tool moves in the X and Y 
directions.
Plunge rate: the speed at which the tool moves in the Z 
direction.
Spindle speed: the speed at which the spindle turns.

Switch to the Geometry tab. 
Deselect “Stock Contours” to ensure that the toolpath mills the entire piece 
of stock configured.
Disable “Rest Machining” to disregard previous toolpaths. 
Leave “Tool Orientation” and “Model” unchecked.

Switch to Passes Tab
Set “Maximum Roughing Stepdown” to 0.01
If you don’t plan to set up a separate finishing pass, uncheck “Stock to 
Leave”.

Recommended Settings for Aluminum



1. Enter the size of your material 
2. Open the gcode you created from fusion
    - set the desire placement (Set Z=0.001)
3. Select your tool. 
    - MUST MATCH WITH THE TOOL YOU SELECTED FOR THE TOOLPATH
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